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Dear George and Luis,
 
I would like to thank you again for meeting with Mark and me yesterday. 
 I appreciate the open exchange and the opportunity to be considered by
SCCRTC as a future rail operator.  By copy of this note, I include Dave
Fellon, owner of PGR.   Rest assured both Dave and I are both extremely
committed to rail excellence and making industrial investments that
support our customers where we operate; in this light, we hope to be in
a position to help revitalize rail in Santa Cruz county.  What we have
seen over and over when we implement this approach is not only
continuous rail volume growth, but also a sustainable expansion of the
broader base that includes warehouse and rail employment, real estate,
local tax base, local trucking, light commercial and industrial outfitting,
and the list goes on. 
 
Beyond the words, we would like to demonstrate to you and your
colleagues what we stand for, how we operate, and what our key
external stakeholders think of us.  As a first step, I would like to provide
you with a copy of our bid submission to the North Carolina Department
of Transportation that we submitted last spring, which enabled us to win
that bid.  While this bid followed a prescribed format that is not relevant
in this case, I offer it to show, among other things, a sampling of
reference letters.   Dave will be very pleased to provide more
information, including customers who have already provided their
interest in expanding their operations to include Santa Cruz, as well as
provide the UP point of contact that you requested yesterday.  Under
separate cover I will make an introduction to Allan Paul, Director of
NCDOT, who I believe will make himself available to answer any
questions you might have about PGR’s endeavors on the ground in
Charlotte.     
 
In the coming weeks, you will hear more from PGR.  Dave will take the
lead on our thoughtful and tireless marketing efforts that will include
inviting you and your colleagues to the Midwest to see us in action with
our customers.  I will bring to the fore a stepwise business plan that
captures a base case and growth options with specific commitments
and quantifiable targets.  Together we will provide these deliverables
and request another visit to continue the dialogue.
 
For now, I will pause and close by saying I very much look forward to
next steps.  Also, again my many thanks to Mark for his conscientious
actions that led to our introductory meeting yesterday.  I did not include
him on this email given his current circumstances.
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THE PROGRESSIVE WAY
to Shortline Railroading







DAVE FELLON 
President


The PROGRESSIVE Way


If there ever were a few words that encapsulate Progressive Rail Incorporated, they are careers, commerce, and community. All 
of which is made possible by being particularly focused on industrial development, carload growth initiatives, enriching existing 
transload partnerships, and sharing all the good that a locally-engaged railroad has the ability to consistently deliver.


Looking ahead to the opportunity at hand, Progressive Rail is presenting multiple bids to the State of North Carolina’s RFP. While 
one bid conforms to the request for multiple five-year term leases, we also are offering a 99-year lease term demonstrating our 
commitment to a long-term strategy to grow the business of the Piedmont and Northern Railroad with capital investments that 
may require long-term payoff.


The following pages will systematically walk you through how Progressive Rail plans on growing the rail business and by 
consequence, delivering careers, commerce, and community to Gaston County, North Carolina.


It’s the PROGRESSIVE way.


Thank You,


Dave Fellon
612-791-3255
dfellon@progressiverail.com







CRAIG MCKENZIE 
Chairman


On behalf of Progressive Rail Inc. (“PGR”), I am pleased to submit for consideration our proposal to become operator of the Piedmont 
& Northern Railroad in Gaston County, North Carolina. Included in this submission are proposed commercial terms, scope of work, 
and other information in compliance with the terms and conditions set forth in RFP # 54-DO-20170124.


PGR has a proven track record in the railroad industry and is known for being a safe operator and an aggressive supporter of 
industrial development. In many cases, PGR has taken over operations of minimally-developed railroads with little or no freight traffic 


and has invested significant sums of capital on a speculative basis to both refurbish infrastructure and develop greenfield industrial sites aimed at attracting new 
customers to rail. From these efforts, PGR has grown from one railroad with three miles of track to six railroads with approximately 200 miles of track and five 
transloading terminals, including five warehouses with over 300,000 sq.ft. of storage capacity. PGR will be pleased to work closely with Superior Carriers and NCDOT 
to both service and augment the existing transloading operations on the line.


Complementary to its focus on local industry, PGR aligns itself with state government priorities and programs for economic development. We were a first-mover and 
champion of the Airlake Industrial Park in Dakota County, Minnesota, where our headquarters is located. Those efforts catalyzed what is today a major industrial 
hub in the southern Minneapolis/St. Paul area. Both formally and informally, PGR works closely with state administrations to drive industrial and commercial 
renewal where it operates.  From county boards to state legislatures, PGR has an active government affairs team to represent its business interests and cooperate 
with government-sponsored programs. As operator, PGR will immediately take steps to foster a working relationship with NCDOT, the Gaston County Board of 
Commissioners, the Gaston County Manager and the local municipalities.


PGR is enthusiastic about rail, and its rich history. From its historically accurate head office design to its recreational rail park in front of its office, PGR genuinely 
enjoys providing a welcoming and collaborative environment. To this end, PGR is proud to contribute to youth development and family entertainment. PGR has 
hosted Thomas the Tank events and Polar Express, as well other holiday-focused rail events. To take this priority and interest a step further, PGR recently signed as 
a preferred partner with the preeminent excursion train service provider in the US. Via this alliance, PGR is able to leverage best practices and access best-in-class 
excursion capability. PGR looks forward to bringing this comprehensive capability to serve the Gastonia / Mt Holly corridor.


Having invested millions of dollars in its railroads, yards, and warehouses, PGR has both revitalized and developed rail-focused commerce in areas where trucking is 
the prevalent mode of freight transportation. PGR’s marketing is both at the grass-roots level, literally meeting with each potential client on a rail line and learning 
of any development opportunities locally, and through strategic marketing to bring its current client base to a new market. PGR is excited to apply this know-how in 
Gaston County.


Concerning commercial terms, PGR proposes the following for consideration:


1. Term – a ninety-nine (99) year term with a contingent $25,000 early termination fee payable to NCDOT;


2. Rental – a contingent rent of five (5) % of gross revenue, with a minimum of $2,500 per month as an offset to the contingent rental payments. In lieu of 
rental payments for the first two years, PGR proposes to reinvest a like-sum of $60,000, or greater if revenues generate higher contingent payments, over the 
period in sidings, industrial spurs, equipment, or other tangible upgrades to better service new or existing clients;


3. Industrial development – use its best efforts to deploy at least $800,000 in developments aimed at supporting Superior Carriers and/or greenfield freight;  


4. People excursions – use its best efforts with the permission of NCDOT to continue the “Train to Christmas Town” holiday excursions and to expand those 
efforts to include other family-oriented outings during the year.


I would like to take this opportunity to thank NCDOT for considering PGR’s proposal.  From a personal standpoint, it brings me great pleasure to be returning to my 
family roots in North Carolina.


Sincerely,







SCOPE OF WORK







The following sections lay out a stepwise business plan and scope of work for taking over and growing the operations of 
the P&N Railroad.  


INTRODUCTION







From the contract award date, PGR will meet with NCDOT immediately to make introductions and to agree a process to 
finalize and execute definitive agreements.  


PGR will invite NCDOT officials to its headquarters in Lakeville, Minnesota, to showcase its operations and discuss how to 
best align PGR capabilities with NCDOT priorities. If acceptable to NCDOT, PGR will also invite the Gaston County Manager 
and other local P&N stakeholders.


As permitted by NCDOT, PGR will have introductory discussions with representatives of Superior Carriers to begin building 
relations.


As permitted by NCDOT, PGR will have introductory discussions with P&N employees. PGR’s commitment is to retain all 
P&N employees.


PGR will assign a “business unit leader” who will be singly accountable for conducting safe operations on the line, providing 
customer and local stakeholder interface, and facilitating efforts to grow the business, which will be driven by PGR’s 
marketing team.  


A transition plan will be prepared and implemented to ensure new employees to PGR are provided with a company 
orientation, Human Resource documents that include compensation and grade level assignments, benefits, employment 
contracts, and any training that is required.   


CLOSING PERIOD







From the Contract Effective Date, PGR will prepare a number of plans to ensure the P&N is properly launched as a PGR 
operation.  These plans include:


• MOW & Signals Plan – a rail and bridge review will be undertaken by all MOW & Signals teams, which will include 
retaining independent bridge inspectors for qualified bridge reports. Signal crossings will be evaluated in-house. From 
these inspections, a maintenance plan will be created to manage routine maintenance, repairs, and upgrades.  


• Operations Plan – Led by the PGR HSE team, a review will be undertaken of all operating procedures, FRA compliance, 
certifications, and other formal records. A plan will be prepared and implemented to resolve any deficiencies.


• Performance Plan – The Business Unit Leader (BUL) responsible for the P&N will help prepare and subsequently 
execute a performance contract with key metrics for safety, operations, key financials, and team behaviors. The BUL 
will report on performance against these metrics quarterly and the entire team will be eligible for quarterly Short Term 
Incentive (STI) cash bonuses for superior and excellent performance.


• Marketing Effort – From day one, PGR will reach out to its existing customer network and ascertain if any of them 
are in a position to extend their freight transportation to the P&N. In concert, PGR will seek to establish a shared plan 
with Superior Carriers to grow carloads. Ensure Superior Carriers becomes a member of the Transload Distribution 
Association, CSX Transflo, and the Norfolk Southern Thoroughbred transload group. From these first efforts, a dedicated 
representative from the PGR marketing team will begin a never-ending process to “pound the pavement” locally in 
Gaston County and the greater Charlotte area to gather new freight customers.


• Excursion Plan – PGR will meet with NCDOT to better understand how PGR can provide both continuity of service to 
existing excursions such as the “Train to Christmas Town” and other possible initiatives. PGR has excursion experts 
both in-house and through its alliance with the pre-eminent excursion provider in the US who will dedicate resources to 
explore other possible family-oriented passenger trips. A multi-year plan will be formed to lay out priorities and agree 
passenger trip projects, which once approved, will be implemented with dedicated resources.  


THE FIRST 90 DAYS







The aforementioned components will be assimilated into a master growth plan for the P&N and will be reviewed with 
NCDOT with a goal to achieve a shared vision.


The Growth Plan will be populated with data gathered internally and through external relations, prioritized for maximum 
impact, risk managed, and will be used to quantify resources needed to properly execute against the agreed objectives.  A 
result will be a multi-year capital plan and an in-year budget. Specific projects that meet PGR and NCDOT objectives will 
be prioritized and sanctioned.  


The timing for the Growth Plan is within 120 days of the Contract Effective date.


GROWTH PLAN







For discussion purposes, a table-top exercise was conducted to frame the financial impact of early impressions and areas 
of marketing focus.  


Certain PGR customers have been contacted to ascertain early indications of interest for expanding freight transportation 
to the P&N. In addition, a cursory review of industry in the greater Charlotte area led to initial areas of interest that include 
finished forest products, telecommunications-related products, and propane. An expectation is that Superior Carriers will 
have developed its own view, which will be captured when those discussions begin.     


A review of demographics and local entertainment options has begun to understand the potential for passenger excursion 
train events.  


A financial model has been constructed to quantify the potential “size of the prize” for the P&N. While this exercise 
indicates a positive trend, PGR is optimistic that there is more untapped potential for growth.  


Based on its historical performance following the acquisition of other railroads, PGR has spent much of the first two to 
three years ground-swelling the business. With the use of speculative capital and loss leaders, PGR has made its rail 
proposition compelling to “anchor tenants”.  From there, other shippers of freight have followed. Volume growth for its 
existing six railroads over the last 20 years has averaged 10% per year of annual growth.


The graph below illustrates the potential future impact of the aforementioned, initial efforts. It will be used as a starting 
point to have future conversations after more data is gathered and analyzed. 


IMPACT (PROVISIONAL)







The following items follow Section 5.0 Scope of Work in the RFP.  Notations are provided for completeness and reference the aforementioned 
actions.


1. Property Leased – legal documentation will be prepared and executed.


2. Property Primarily Leased for Freight Purposes – Freight is the primary focus for PGR based on its expertise and multitude of successes.  
The Growth Plan described above will formalize efforts to grow freight volumes and revenue.


3. Passenger Related Services – PGR sees more potential in this space including dinner trains and calendar-driven events like Valentine’s 
Day and Halloween (pumpkin trains). An action plan will be generated.


4. Property to be Leased in FRA Class 2 Condition – Leases will be generated and executed.  An MOW action plan will be generated.


5. One Shipper On Line – Relations with Superior Carriers will be cultivated and an action plan for service and growth will be generated. 


6. Routine Maintenance Items – An MOW action plan will be generated.


7. Term & Rental – 


a. Term – a ninety-nine (99) year term with a contingent $25,000 early termination fee payable to NCDOT;


b. Rental – a contingent rent of five (5) % of gross revenue, with a minimum of $2,500 per month as an offset to the contingent 
rental payments. In lieu of rental payments for the first two years, PGR proposes to reinvest a like-sum of $60,000, or greater if 
revenues generate higher contingent payments, over the period in sidings, industrial spurs, equipment, or other tangible upgrades 
to better service new or existing clients.


8. South Fork Catawba Bridge and I-85 Bridge – Third party inspections will be retained and the results will be included in the MOW 
action plan.


9. Planned Service Operation by Lessee – A business plan will be delivered to NCDOT 30 days prior to beginning service that captures the 
aforementioned undertakings.


10. Administration of Agreements – PGR will assist NCDOT in the administration of all leases, as well as work with NCDOT for any new 
proposals that impact the P&N assets.


11. Assignment of Agreement by Sale or Sublease – PGR has no intention of selling or subleasing the lease.


12. New Side and Industrial Track Agreements – PGR will take the lead on developing new projects and relevant documents and 
agreements.


13. Assignment of NS Railway and CSX Transportation Interchange Agreements to Lessee – Existing interchange agreements will be 
transferred soonest.


14. Interchange Agreement with AAR – An interchange agreement will be filed with the AAR soonest.


15. Notice of Exemption with STB – A Verified Notice of Exemption will be filed with the STB soonest.


ACTION PLAN







16. Grade Crossing Protection – The PGR MOW & Signals team will immediately inspect all crossings and include findings in the 
aforementioned plan.  


17. Adherence to Regulations – PGR will comply with all regulations and laws.


18. Mandatory Pre-Proposal Hi-Rail Inspection – PGR performed a high-rail inspection as required.


19. Indemnification – PGR will provide proper indemnification to NCDOT.


20. Insurance Provisions – PGR will provide proper insurance coverage for duration of the Lease.


21. Taxes – PGR acknowledges it is responsible for taxes associated with P&N revenue.


22. Inspection of Property by NCDOT – PGR will facilitate inspections as requested by NCDOT.


23. Pre-Execution of Lease Agreement Conditions – PGR will provide a financial disclosure statement thirty days prior to start-up.


24. Criteria Utilized for Award of Contract – 


a. Operating Experience – PGR was founded in 1996 and has enjoyed 21 years of successful operations and relations with all the 
Class 1 railroads.  PGR is known as a leading industry developer in freight by rail but has also undertaken passenger events and 
is elevating its importance in the group, as evidenced with its recent alliance agreement. PGR is undertaking several initiatives to 
launch a comprehensive rail entertainment experience south of Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN.


b. Marketing Expertise – PGR’s marketing expertise is best-in-class and dedicated to growing the P&N customer base. To this end, 
PGR will allocate an initial amount of $800,000 in speculative freight development.


c. Financial Strength – PGR is financially sound. Reference letters are provided and financial disclosure statements will be provided 
in due course.


d. Focus on Safety – PGR has an exemplary safety record and is in compliance with all FRA regulations.


e. Revenue to NCDOT – The graph provided in the Impact section above illustrates PGR’s initial revenue projections, of which NCDOT 
will receive 5% pursuant to the proposed revenue share terms. 


ACTION PLAN (CONT.)







Not a Shortline Conglomerate.


Not in the business of flipping shortlines.


Not a passive operator.


What Progressive Rail is not:







All about industrial development and a whole lot more.


What Progressive Rail is:







PGR MOVING FORWARD


JIM THORNTON 
Managing Director, Legal


Progressive Rail is not a large, faceless conglomerate. While Progressive Rail owns or operates six railroads, it is owned 100% by David Fellon.  
We recognize that one concern of NCDOT may be what happens to Progressive Rail if something were to happen to David Fellon. This contingency 
has been the subject of much planning.


First, David Fellon’s vision of a railroad is embodied in Progressive Rail Incorporated. As its lodestar and touchstone, Dave has embedded in 
Progressive Rail and its employees a culture focused on delivering results for the customer in a safe, reliable manner. That sounds simple but 
the application by the company and its team members is extensive and unceasing in all respects: trying to find a way to make one or two extra 
carloads economic for existing customers; finding greenfield locations for potential clients; cross-selling current clients to grow carloads; finding 
the best last mile trucking options for clients; serving as the intermediary with the Class I partners; lobbying the government for railroad support; 
supporting clients by making sure to use their products if possible; leasing cars on behalf of customers to ease in their use of rail; engaging 
in brownfield repurposing for potential customers; developing buying American where possible to support U.S. industry; participating in the 
development of industrial parks; working with local community leaders; and the list goes on. The love for railroad history and the industry shows 
in Progressive Rail by trying to preserve and grow its place in the American market.


Second, Progressive Rail has assembled a team of professionals to help the company thrive. An experienced executive team is bolstered by an 
operations team with thousands of years of experience. This combined with top-notch safety, MOW and MOE teams ensures that Progressive Rail 
can continue to operate seamlessly in Dave’s absence.


Finally, David Fellon wants Progressive Rail to be his legacy to his family. By legacy, I mean more than just financial support for his wife and 
children. He wants Progressive Rail to be evidence of his work, determination, commitment to customers, and love of railroading. He has worked 
extensively to ensure that a structure is in place if he is unable to continue to preserve and grow this legacy for his family’s benefit. 


David Fellon is the founder and driving force behind Progressive Rail Incorporated, but Progressive Rail is more than David Fellon. It is the 
collective of culture, leadership, experience, structure and ability assembled by Dave to preserve and grow his legacy. 







INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT LED BY PGR







 


770 Technology Way  Chippewa Falls, WI 54729 
(715) 723-7150  (800) 797-9976  Fax:  (715) 723-7140 
www.chippewa-wi.com  ccedc@chippewa-wi.com 


February 22, 2017 
 
Dave Fellon 
Progressive Rail Incorporated 
21778 Highview Avenue 
Lakeville, MN 55044 
 
RE:  Support for Progressive Rail 
 
Dear Dave,  
 
It was a pleasure, as always, speaking to you about Progressive Rail’s future plans. As you know, 
Chippewa County Economic Development Corporation (CCEDC) has had an outstanding 
relationship with Progressive Rail for nearly 15 years. During that time, Progressive Rail has truly 
been an outstanding supporter and investor in CCEDC. We sincerely appreciate Progressive Rail’s 
participation in economic development activities such as: joint marketing, site team involvement, and 
support for legislative advocacy on behalf of the Chippewa Valley. 
 
I also would like to personally thank you, for participating on CCEDC’s Business Retention Team 
where you have provided excellent solutions for existing companies, such as Spectrum Industries, 
PMI, and Optimum Plastics- realizing the lifeblood of Chippewa County is our existing industries. As 
Wisconsin works to put added emphasis on first and last mile and freight and highway infrastructure 
improvements, Progressive Rail’s expertise has been utilized in the formation of those regional 
plans, aimed at making Chippewa County industries more competitive. 
 
As the President/CEO of the CCEDC, I would welcome the opportunity to discuss - at any time, with 
anyone - the advantages and the positive attributes that the Chippewa Valley has experienced from 
Progressive Rail’s investment in Wisconsin. With over $300 million of new business capital 
investment recruitment, assistance with nine business retention actions, not to mention the number 
of jobs that have been recruited and retained, and investing millions of dollars in transload and rail 
improvements in Chippewa County- the Progressive Rail story is impressive in Wisconsin and the 
Chippewa Valley.  
 
Please let me know how I can help and contact me at any time.  
 
Sincere Regards,  


 
Charlie Walker, President/CEO 
Chippewa County Economic Development Corporation  







   


 


Phone: 715.234.7008 
Fax: 715.234.1025 


e-mail: info@cooperengineering.net 
2600 College Drive, P.O. Box 230 


Rice Lake, WI  54868-0230 


February 22, 2017 
 
 
Subject: Progressive Rail, Inc. 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 
The purpose of this letter is to support Progressive Rail’s (PGR) proposal to purchase the 
Piedmont & Northern short line railroad.   
 
Cooper Engineering’s relationship with Dave Fellon and the PGR team has been a story of 
success on three levels:  they are our customer, they are a promoter of our business to 
their customers, and they are a true partner in regional economic development. 
 
PGR treats their local vendors well.  Cooper Engineering is a small, regional civil and 
environmental engineering firm located in the area served by PGR’s Wisconsin Northern 
Railroad.  Since the beginnings of the Wisconsin Northern, PGR has relied on our services 
for planning, design and construction engineering for their infrastructure improvements.   
 
Prompt payment of their bills is only the beginning of the compensation we receive from 
PGR.  They also actively promote our business to serve their existing and prospective 
customers.  This partnership has been a phenomenal boost to Cooper’s continued success 
in the Wisconsin Northern region.   
 
Railroads serving our region were destined to be ripped out in favor of bicycle and 
snowmobile trails in 2004.  Enter PGR as an economic development powerhouse.  First, 
they saved several local businesses from becoming extinct along with the railroad.  These 
included a 2,000+ employee agriculture business, plastics manufacturers and forest 
products industries.  With the nationwide knowledge of railroad markets, PGR continually is 
introducing opportunities for growth to its existing customers, prospective businesses and 
communities.  Had it not been for PGR’s effort, our county would have been excluded from 
the recent development of industrial sands businesses supplying frac sand to the U.S. and 
Canadian oil markets.  Most recently, they attracted a new state-of-the-art forest products 
manufacturer now located at the very northern terminus of their line.   
 
We recommend Progressive Rail, not just as a transportation provider, but as an effective 
partner in economic development of your region.   
 
Respectfully yours, 


 
Bruce Markgren, P.E. 
President, Cooper Engineering Company, Inc. 
President, Barron County Economic Development Corporation 



















 
 
State of North Carolina 
Department of Transportation 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern; 
 
As a former employee for the Canadian Pacific Railway I would like to express my 
recommendation of Progressive Rail, INC. for the purpose of operating the short rail line starting 
in Charlotte.  
 
My job with the CP as Area Manager of Business Development involved the promotion of new 
and expanding rail business on our railroad. Over my 21 years in this capacity I was directly 
involved with over 500 industries which now generate in excess of $600 million a year in gross 
revenue for the railroad. 
 
We had two short lines one from Northfield, MN to Lakeville, MN and another from Rosemount, 
MN to Eagan, MN which became candidates for turning over to a short line railroad for operating 
purposes. There were industrial parks located both at Lakeville and at Eagan that had several heavy 
industrial rail users but at the time very little rail shipments. Immediately after Progressive Rail 
took over the operations of these lines the business began to grow.  
 
With Progressive Rail’s enthusiasm, expert marketing and development of new business these 
short lines are now flourishing and are bringing in millions of dollars to CP’s bottom line by 
interchange with Progressive Rail. 
 
In addition to the railroads benefits Progressive Rail also helps the industries it serves by making 
the transportation of goods more affordable to them thus making those industries more viable. 
 
Progressive Rail also works well with local communities by promoting the development and 
location of new business on their lines thus creating an increased tax base and new jobs in those 
communities. 
 
I am sure that your decision to award the operation, maintenance and development of this rail line 
to Progressive Rail will generate the best outcome for the connecting railway, industries and the 
communities involved. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Edward Dahlby 
Area Manager Business Development (Retired) 
Canadian Pacific Railway 
(952) 435-8745 







 


Barron	County	Economic	Development	Corporation	is	a	501c3	tax	exempt	organization.	All	direct	contributions	are	tax	
deductible	as	provided	by	law. 


335	East	Monroe	Ave	
Barron,	WI	54812	
715-637-6871	


 
 


	
	
	
	
To	Whom	It	May	Concern	
	
	
I	am	writing	this	in	support	of	Progressive	Rail.	Progressive	has	been	invaluable	as	a	partner	developing	a	number	
of	new	industries	in	Barron	County.	Barron	County	is	served	by	two	rail	lines	and	two	railroads.	I	cannot	begin	to	
describe	the	differences	between	Progressive	and	the	other	Class	1	railroad	as	far	as	working	in	partnership	with	
the	County.	
	
The	 leadership	 and	 customer	 service	 shown	 by	 Progressive	 has	 caused	 most	 of	 the	 Frac	 Sand	 companies	 to	
location	 on	 their	 rail	 line.	 Progressive	was	 instrumental	 in	 assisting	 a	 large	 national	wood	products	 supplier	 to	
locate	a	$25	million	facility	in	Barron	County.	
	
To	 say	 we	 have	 had	 a	 great	 working	 relationship	 is	 an	 understatement.	 I	 cannot	 recommend	 Progressive	 Rail	
highly	enough.		
	
Please	do	not	hesitate	to	contact	me	at	715-637-6871	with	any	questions	or	by	email	at	bcedc@co.barron.wi.us	
	
	
Sincerely,	
David Armstrong 
Executive	Director	
	







DIRECT SERVICE























 
 
 
 
 
 
February 22, 2017 
 
 
State of North Carolina 
Dept. of Transportation  
 
 
 
To Whom it may concern: 
 
 
Bones Transportation Inc., is a family-owned and operated trucking company located in 
Ottawa, Kansas that specializes in transporting decorative stone to nurseries and 
landscapers throughout the United States.  In 2013, we encountered a change in our 
freight lanes that severely impaired our ability to provide some of our customers with 
decorative stone that we had been shipping to them for many years.   
 
It was in 2013 that we were introduced to Progressive Rail’s Crab Orchard and Egyptian 
Railroad.  It was soon thereafter that we began shipping by rail some of the rock that we 
were no longer able to ship by truck.  Initially, our company paid for the rock and rail 
cost up front, but it became difficult to continue this practice financially.   
 
Progressive Rail then offered us a unique opportunity to have the execution of financing 
of both rock and rail costs handled by them.  As a result, we were able to build upon the 
rock inventory at the Crab Orchard facility in Marion, Illinois and, consequently, increase 
our volume of business and improving our ability to service our customers. 
 
Our working relationship with Progressive Rail has been outstanding and we greatly 
appreciate what they’ve been able to do to help our business.  I can’t imagine what we 
would have done without their help. 
 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Paul E. Bones    
Bones Transportation Inc. 







TRANSLOADING WITH LOCAL PARTNERS


Illinois Transload


Iowa Dry 
Transload


Served by our Wisconsin Northern Railroad in New Auburn, Wisconsin.


Served by our Crab Orchard & Egyptian Railroad in Marion, Illinois. 


Served by our Iowa Traction Railway in Mason City, Iowa.







SALES & MARKETING


DAVE FELLON 
President


The stars have been lining up for years as evidenced by the United States of America’s Government Accounting Office’s report 
that the current volume of “freight” being handled by all modes, will double by 2036.


However the world’s most efficient and environmentally kind mode of land based transportation, rail, only has a 36% market 
share. In reality, that 36% market share is actually far less when you strip away the one to two mile long unit train business 
of handling everything from overseas containers to long stings of covered hopper cars loaded with agricultural products. Now, 


without the heavy tonnage that unit trains deliver the percentage of freight being handled by rail is 9%. It’s in the general merchandise category of freight 
that America’s branch line network so efficiently served decades ago to the point of 90% of general merchandise did in fact travel via rail.  


What has caused to meteoric drop from 90% to 9%?


That is a complicated answer that encompasses a number of structural factors like America’s massive funding of the Interstate Highway system, ever 
changing population shifts, and, admittedly, a very aggressive trucking industry that to this day works around the clock to earn even more percentage share 
of the freight basket.


Knowing this rail still very much has an incredible story to tell and deliver upon however many traffic managers and their transportation decision makers have 
never called a railroad or built a supply chain that involves railroads. 


Why?


It can be complicated for the novice shipper which can easily be overcome but more troubling is the massive army or railroad sales professionals that knew 
their territory and knocked on doors are largely gone. Not surprisingly, the pipeline of leads and business that small to medium sized firms brought on line has 
also defected to the highways.  


Enter Progressive Rail Incorporated.


PGR approaches marketing far differently than other short lines as we have reverse engineered our process by way of joining the trade associations of 
targeted industry sectors that are prime candidates to “ship via rail.” For sure this is no different than planting the seeds of an apple orchard but in time our 
ground work will and does deliver bountiful “train loads” of fruit.


Other campaigns include heavy presence at National industry specific trade shows, weekly press releases that are laser like focused on targeted markets, our 
highly dialed in “Trains Magazine” initiative, nuclear networking, and imagine this, we knock on doors, lots of them, every day.


The net result being PGR’s marketing approach borrows the best practices of the railroads sales departments glory days combined with today’s high tech, 
instant response world to deliver a proven formula that welcomes businesses of all sizes on rail for the first time. Then, once on board our service after the 
sale keeps them shipping via rail for generations to come.


Make no mistake about it this is hard work however it is also really cool work when you can help businesses of all sizes source better and sell further than 
ever before. This newly built transportation foundation by design becomes a decisive edge in a world that rewards those that embrace a better way to move 
freight than their competitors could ever replicate. Keeps in mind those competitors are not necessarily down the road but more likely across the ocean, 
hence, embracing rail transportation can and oftentimes is a game changer for business of all sizes.


To that end shipping via rail can and will be a strategic advantage for key businesses. Rest assured PGR will find them and prove our quantifiable value 
which is precisely why our slogan coins what we have done so well in the past and continue to do with boundless enthusiasm today and that is “Moving You 
Forward”.  


We can do just that in North Carolina.







NAWLA Trader’s Market
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor


Las Vegas, NV


National Hardwood Lumber Association 
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor


Washington, D.C.


Transload Distribution Association of North America
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor


Carefree, AZ


American Frozen Foods Institute Convention
Tradeshow Booth Exhibitor


San Diego, CA


SALES & MARKETING - Tradeshows
PGR has committed to exhibiting at high level industry events throughout the year.







SALES & MARKETING - Customer and Industry Newsletter Promotions
PGR’s Monday morning newsletter has an audience of 3,500+ regular readers.


PGR’s Monday morning newsletter is sent 
to 3,500+ active recipients who read our 
messages at an average 51% open rate.


The newsletters range in topics from 
highlighting customers and partners, 
industry history, holiday greetings, as well 
as announcing new PGR services, locations, 
and facilities.







It’s no secret that our planets population is expanding at an unprecedented rate which 
brings with it new challenges to properly feed and fuel the world.  It’s a daunting task 
however the Lakeland Cooperative team offers the agronomy products, machinery and 
most importantly, the front line support to help farmers produce more productivity per 
acre from their land.


Since 1935 the Lakeland Cooperative has also been growing as well.  Being a customer 
owned and governed cooperative allows a unique platform to serve the farmers 
like none other.  Take for example their two million bushel grain drying and storage 
complex completed in 2010 in Cameron Wisconsin.  To compliment that a state of the 
art agronomy facility was also finished  in 2014.  Then, right behind that a 13,000 ton 
fertilizer plant along with liquid fertilizer, seed treating and storage platforms are 
also now on line, figuratively and literally with Progressive Rail’s Wisconsin Northern 
Railroad’s direct connection to markets worldwide.


It’s a whole new world and with that the demands for corn, soybeans, biodiesel, 
ethanol and other essential products are needed now more than ever.  By design the 
Lakeland Cooperative is well positioned to play a significant role in helping the planets 
population grow up.


For more information check out their web site at lakelandcoop.com


Proud Members of the PGR Railway Family


SALES & MARKETING - Customer and Industry Newsletter Promotions
PGR’s Monday morning newsletter has an audience of 3,500+ regular readers.







SALES & MARKETING - Trains Magazine Subscriptions
PGR distributes 200 Trains magazines to existing and potential customers each month along with 
a special PGR highlight insert.







SALES & MARKETING - Shortline Conference Attendance
PGR continues to develop excellent business relationships with our Class 1 partners at their 
annual industry conferences.







RAIL EVENT EXPERIENCES ORGANIZED BY PGR







SAFETY PERFORMANCE IS KEY


JASON WELSH 
Director, Health, Safety, and Environmental


The most important part of work is providing for family. I want every team member at PGR to go home in the same condition 
they arrived. In fact, if I can help them learn a better way to perform in any environment maybe they will take some of that 
knowledge home and actually be healthier in their personal life as well. 


Safety has no trademark. Knowing we can be a company that freely provides a foundation to our Team Members and 
customers that ensures a symmetry between the works to be done and doing it in a fashion that makes safety a priority is 
our goal.







INFRASTRUCTURE WE MAINTAIN


JEREMY URLACHER 
Director, Maintenance of Way & Signals


I come from a family of Railroaders. I started working on a section crew with BNSF in Dickinson, ND. It was here were I was 
an equipment operator and gained valuable experience with multiple on-track equipment & heavy construction equipment.


I continued my railroad career working for R&R Contracting. During this time I oversaw many large scale construction 
projects, with $10,000,000 budgets, covering 7 states in the Midwest. These projects included; Ethanol plants track 
construction, new mainline construction for class one railroads, and maintenance for all other railroad served industries.


I took on a new challenge of General Manager of R&Rs newly acquired MJ Track and during my 1st week at MJ Track, I was 
tasked to oversee a Metro Transit light rail project in Minneapolis, MN. This project included installing new insulated plug 
joints in an active electric passenger train circuit.


I accepted the position of Director of MOW & signals with PGR in 2011. During my time with PGR, I have successfully 
spearheaded improvements to PGRs infrastructure. These improvements includes rail relay, mainline rehab, bridge repair as 
well as overseeing many new business track construction. 


With our experience, successful track record and vast network of railroad professionals, we will maintain the Class 2 
classification of the Piedmont and Northern track and will work with PGR’s bridge engineering inspectors to maintain a bridge 
program. We will deploy track inspectors with the knowledge and experience to identify track needs & upgrades. With this 
dedication, the Piedmont and Northern Railroad will continue to operate on well maintained track infrastructure. 







ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND


DAVID LAWRENCE 
General Manager, Health, Safety, and Environmental


For my entire career I have worked with a large Class One railroad and more recently, a customer focused short line by the name of Progressive 
Rail Incorporated.


In my role with PGR I manage, with help from my colleagues, all of the environmental compliance responsibilities that follow in the wake of 
operating a series of short lines throughout five Midwestern States.  As you can imagine this includes being abreast of all the renewals for storm 
water permits, air quality monitoring, local, State, and, Federal compliance laws and the list goes on and on for our properties that span over five 
States.


Interestingly, I also become involved when Progressive Rail’s Sales & Marketing Department on boards a new customer that handles hazardous 
liquid and/or dry commodities.  As part of PGR’s ongoing collaboration commitment to our customers we often times find ourselves farmed out to 
help an existing or newly being welcomed rail shipper to become totally compliant with the right type of track pans, containment systems, and, a 
bit of coaching on how to maneuver through the permitting process.


All in all my role is to protect the environment while growing the business which those two seemingly at odds priorities actually can and do come 
together along PGR Lines.


Feel free to call upon me with any questions.







CUSTOMER SOLUTIONS 24/7/365


JEANETTE LENTZ 
Senior Manager, Operations


Who doesn’t like good service? I know I do and I also appreciate the experience no matter what I am buying rather it be just a tank of gas or a 
brand new car.


As much as I love great service I sometimes find it to be elusive at best or in many cases just a label because the merchant needs to have 
someone answer the phone.


Conversely, I am in charge of Progressive Rail’s Customer Solutions team and we take customer service very seriously.  It all starts by knowing 
what our customers needs before the know they need it and then be there with a backup plan if there is a supply chain interruption that occurs 
well away from PGR Lines.  The bottom line is PGR is truly our shippers life line for both raw materials in and finished goods out to markets 
beyond throughout North America.  Thats a big responsibility and frankly we love the challenge.


Finally, and I find this unique to Progressive Rail, my department answers to and is incentivized by PGR’s Sales & Marketing team which only 
further underscores how intertwined customer service is with sales.  In effect we walk the talk when you hear the phrase “service after the sale”.


24
H O U R S


7
D A Y S  A  W E E K


365
D A Y S  A  Y E A R







RAILROAD HISTORY WE EMBRACE


JOE FEHR 
Senior Manager, Operations


Hello, I am Joe Fehr, Senior Manager of Operations at Progressive Rail. I am based at our Lakeville, Minnesota facility. I enjoy working at 
Progressive Rail as a rail industry and railfan enthusiast because of the commitment we have to our heritage and unique historical operations.


Progressive Rail operates the Iowa Traction Railway in Mason City, Iowa. This is the last electric powered freight railroad in the USA. The 
commitment for this is huge as the extra equipment needed on the right of way and the age of the locomotive fleet, as well as some unique 
operating challenges makes the operation most interesting. The Crab Orchard & Egyptian Railroad is another Progressive Rail operation with a rich 
history. This was the last common carrier to operate steam locomotives in regular freight service, lasting well into the 1980’s. 


In addition to this, Progressive Rail embraces the history of our lines and local communities. The first such example is the Minnesota based lines 
paint scheme, patterned after the Minneapolis, Northfield and Southern Railway scheme of the 1980’s. Secondly, we use historical names for our 
development projects as well, such as the Great Western Industrial Park being grown in the City of Randolph, Minnesota, the birthplace of the 
Chicago Great Western Railroad. At our Corporate headquarters we have created a nice historical presentation of an MN&S Caboose and Boxcar 
completely repainted to original paint and historical placards placed around the cars showing the history of the MN&S in Lakeville and our current 
operations.


In closing, if you or any of your associates are ever in the Twin Cities area I would enjoy the opportunity to show you around the Progressive Rail 
system.







PROVEN REVENUE PERFORMANCE


NICK DILLON 
Managing Director, Finance


Progressive Rail isn’t your everyday shortline railroad. Its customer-first mentality is embraced by every employee. Its focus on safety 
and efficiency is unwavering, and its commitment to both operational and financial integrity is unmatched.


At Progressive Rail, we live in the moment but plan for the future. We track and manage our carload activity on a daily basis, conduct 
monthly financial reviews with each of our business unit leaders, and assemble an annual operating plan to ensure our path to success 
is clearly mapped out.


Our focus on financial rigor, compliance, and planning is, and will continue to be, a top priority at Progressive Rail. As shown in the 
following Proven Revenue Performance section, our seasoned finance department has successfully integrated multiple businesses 
into the PGR portfolio over the years. If we are fortunate enough to be awarded the P&N lease, we will endeavor to provide the same 
level of diligence and dedication that we do for our existing PGR businesses with the hope of returning a thriving and financially stable 
railroad to the community of Gaston County, North Carolina.     







PROVEN REVENUE PERFORMANCE
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February	23,	2017	


	


State	of	North	Carolina	


	


Dear	Representative	of	the	State	of	North	Carolina:	


	


This	letter	is	to	provide	background	of	our	working	experience	with	Progressive	Rail,	Inc.	out	of	Lakeville,	
Minnesota.	


In	2016,	Anchor	Bank	began	its	relationship	with	Dave	Fellon	and	the	team	at	Progressive	Rail,	Inc	
(“PGR”).		The	bank	is	very	impressed	with	the	PGR	enterprise	and	appreciates	the	energy	and	drive	of	
the	leadership	team	to	operate	with	a	fully	transparent	communication	approach	with	Anchor	Bank.			


My	colleagues	and	I	here	at	Anchor	Bank	appreciate	PGR’s	approach	to	business	and	the	emphasis	they	
put	on	developing	and	nurturing	partnerships	that	add	value	to	their	organization.		We	have	thoroughly	
enjoyed	working	with	such	a	well-organized	and	highly	collaborative	leadership	team	that	is	passionate	
about	furthering	their	mission	of	creating	quantifiable	value	for	all	of	PGR’s	stakeholders	which	includes	
their	customers,	team	members,	suppliers,	communities	they	serve,	and	their	financial	partner	here	at	
Anchor	Bank.			


Anchor	Bank	is	proud	to	be	a	partner	of	Mr.	Fellon	and	his	team	at	PGR.		Welcoming	PGR	to	Anchor	
Bank	last	year	was	an	absolute	win	–	win	success	story	for	both	Anchor	and	PGR,	and	one	that	I	feel	
other	entities/persons	can	and	will	experience	when	they	choose	to	partner	with	the	team	at	PGR.			


	


Warm	Regards,	


	


Rob	Deuth	


Senior	Vice	President,	Anchor	Bank,	N.A.			
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21017 Heron Way • Ste 104
Lakevi l le , MN 55044


(p)  952.985.5525
www.goldminedezine .com


PRINT MARKETING • WEB DEVELOPMENT • MOBILE APPS


February 22, 2017


North Carolina Department of Transportation


Letter of  Recommendation


Goldmine Dezine has had the pleasure of working with Progressive Rail Incorporated over the 
past sixteen years providing marketing and printing services. Progressive Rail has always taken 
a proactive approach in developing opportunities to reach new customers as well as maintaining 
existing customers. I have been involved with them since they opened their doors.


Our payment terms are net 30 days and Progressive Rail has always paid on or ahead of the 
invoice due date. Some projects that we assist them with require up front payment in which they 
have always been happy to accommodate. We have enjoyed our business relationship and 
sincerely hope to continue working with Progressive Rail for many more years to come.


If there is any other marketing or printing projects we can help with please call me directly at 
952-985-5525.


Sincerely,


Doug Pennington
Goldmine Dezine
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COME SEE US AND EXPERIENCE THE PGR DIFFERENCE
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PROGRESSIVE RAIL - JESSE JAMES LINE
Northfield, Minnesota to Lakeville, Minnesota
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PROGRESSIVE RAIL - EAGANDALE
Rosemount, Minnesota to Eagan, Minnesota


RAIL SERVED CENTERS OF COMMERCE
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PROGRESSIVE RAIL - FARIBAULT LINE
Faribault, Minnesota


RAIL SERVED CENTERS OF COMMERCE
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CANNON FALLS
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PROGRESSIVE RAIL - CANNON VALLEY LINE
Northfield, Minnesota to Cannon Falls, Minnesota


RAIL SERVED CENTERS OF COMMERCE
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PROGRESSIVE RAIL - DAN PATCH LINE
Bloomington, Minnesota to Minneapolis, Minnesota
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CRAB ORCHARD & EGYPTIAN RAILROAD
Marion, Illinois to Ordill, Illinois, and Herrin, Illinois
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WISCONSIN NORTHERN RAILROAD
Norma, Wisconsin to Cameron, Wisconsin


RAIL SERVED CENTERS OF COMMERCE
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IOWA SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
Centerville, Iowa to Albia, Iowa


RAIL SERVED CENTERS OF COMMERCE







If you ever have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.  
 
Kind regards,
 
Craig
 
 
Craig M. McKenzie
Chairman
 
mobile: 1.218.324.2001
 

 
Progressive Rail Incorporated
21778 Highview Avenue
Lakeville, MN 55044
 
www.progressiverail.com
 

http://www.progressiverail.com/

